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(:09). The wrong Roadmap posted with peace sign, Keshe rejects this sign because it 

accomplished nothing and only made money from it. Keshe always signs each paper 

individually and notarized, like the patents. Last week Keshe had a meeting in Rome, one 

of the most powerful politicians in the world, they think a like. The integrity of the 

Roadmap depends on how you make it personally. The world leaders and military have 

no objection to World Peace Roadmap, because they think it can't go anywhere. The 

leaders will not act because they'll loose their position. He got thousands of emails, "he 

was an illuminati, he was traitor," etc.. Green Peace is only talk nothing to substitute. 

China is manufacturing so that Keshe maintains the technology correctly.  (:20).   Keshe's 

mission is accomplished now he has to see it through. Now the KS have to teach. Aliens 

will be brought in to teach and demonstrate, and paralyze Defenses in one go. Four times 

they try to kill Keshe, so he will announce alien demos in advance, by UFO's. 

Negotiations with governments has failed, now go straight to people of earth. You have 

no choice but to walk the path of peace. Take thoughts of war out of man. (:29).  This 

technology will hurt no one. Take the idiots out. Weakest point is Amino Acid. The 

terrorist became leaders and then became Nobel prize winners. Put your blood in CO2 

Gans reactors and you connect to every being on this planet. Nobel Prize makes you one 

of us and continue cycle of terror. Blood from 3 different races that love each other, and 

you reach anybody on earth.  Black in starter, Middle east is division, and white is end 

product. Mix in a Gans and you control the RNA.  (:35).  The reactors are a copy of your 

soul. Out of the matter you created the Free-Plasma, and you mix with another Free-

Plasma , your thoughts. You touched the emotion with what you want and the physicality 

responds. You control the man. In the space it's easiest to do this because you adapt into 

the environment otherwise it takes millions of years. If you do not go for Peace, we will 

use this tool. Gans, Matter, Plasma, and Gas; you put in reactor and you get Gans and 

then matter. The Aliens have been among us for a long, long time. The biggest objection 

will come from religions.  Keshe's background, Saeed descended from Mohamed, Cohen 

descended from Moses.  (:47). The Vatican paid $10 million to Italian government to 

mine border with Iraq, Ayatollah put children to walk out and detonate the mines. Only 

the state of Israel helped Iran. He brokerage the peace in Northern Ireland, and he has all 

the records with him. Vatican tried to get the Church of Russia in Ukraine. Was present 

when Philippines president Marcos got gold bars in London before leaving office. The 

state of Israel, 52 State of USA. Keshe gave the governments the USB Key but they 

didn't give to people. Behind the scenes Vatican controlling, but don't consider Asia.  

(1:03).  UFO Video filmed by Keshe. Describes UFO covering the sun. The interaction 

with U started, you have no choice. Bring it in yourself and it stays with humanity, if we 

force it on you, when we remove it you go back to animal. The Crusades started there 

where the Keshe Foundation. This Technology came out through Islamic Republic of 

Iran (same as Moses, brought up by King).    (1:23).  Instead of 65% taxes by 

governments, and only 20% needed for schools and health. Mafia has 5 to 7% and leads 

to 25% total income. You have to look at the failures so you can correct them.  What's 

going to happen? 30 - 40% of educated people will leave the planet in the first 3 years of 

Space travel. 50% of that number will not come back (Universal statistics). It will leave a 

vacuum of educated people on earth to care for this planet. Human race has to solve it. 

Can agree not to add the blood of man in the reactor.  (1:32). Choose a president and 



we'll make him forget.  A gun factory told them they're getting huge order for another 

war, bigger then even WWII. Vatican has paid for it. We can make 3 dimensional brain 

and control thoughts. A lot of you will have problem because it's ingrained in RNA and 

DNA. The reason is fear, don't have confidence to achieve lift and make peace. Without 

change in heart can't achieve lift. Because so much wrong has been done to you, you 

don't know what will happen next. If you choose peace we give you lift. Many of you are 

not from here, but have mutated to survive.  (1:47).  Saudi King were set up by English 

Monarch. The oil money goes to Swiss Bank owned by Rothschild who are related to 

Queen England. 100 dollars per barrel and $10,000 in by-products per barrel. All this 

money then used for war and not peace. They are bringing down the soul of Christ or 

Mohamed, because he is responsible for them through karmic connection.  (1:59). I will 

achieve my goal of Peace, we brought reinforcements in, the UFO demo.  One of you is 

one of us. Humans are sheep. Keshe describes that a Gans is in your cup but don't 

understand. If your soul is pure enough you can fly without a craft. You can fly with your 

body. 60 kgs are sitting in your body (H2O?). Your body is made of Gans. Have to make 

sure the Gans of blood stays in the Gans state, that means Nano coated reactor. Habit of 

stealing is part of your nature that's why you can't see it. You have to prevent the next 

generation from falling into the hands of the abusers. Who have you sold your soul to.  

Going to announce a new energy system. By sharing the knowledge we'll have the peace, 

no patents.  You have stolen knowledge from me for 63 weeks, now use the knowledge to 

bring peace. (2:20).  Green Peace is Green Piss, their funding came from Russians and 

now Americans.  "Amongst you as men you claim to be the best and you're the weakest."  

Gorbachoff refused to shoot the people at the Berlin Wall. Last Thursday he was 

supposed to meet him, but he was sick.  

(2:35).  Start the Star Formation with only the 3 reactor. Take your time, let it mature. In 

the U it takes a million years to mature. His reactor took 3 months and everyday watch 

his Nano coat to grow. The fields have to balance with each other, communication. Gans 

has a soul that connects with other Gans. He let his reactors mature for 10 to 15 years 

(what has taken 10 million years in U). He saw things growing on reactors and then 

disappeared, where did they go?    (2:46).   In Chemical theory, the formula is already 

controlled by conditions of its environment, Plasma totally different you can control. 

Every plasma contains all matter because it can become that depending on conditions. 

There is no fusion. Use Onion, layer by layer, it's a solar system. There's more power in 

the center then on the edge.   (2:56). Questions on Gans. By keeping the plates outside 

you get only CO2, adding vinegar in it dissolves. How to get Calcium out of water in 

Fukoshima.  

 


